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Introduction: views on grasping
Picking up a glass of beer or a cup of coffee are regular actions that we perform without many 27 thoughts on how to perform the reach-to-grasp part of the movement. These movements require 28 more coordination than for instance switching the light on. Switching the light on is essentially 29 moving one's index finger to a desired position. What is the essence of the reach-to-grasp 30 movement? It definitely involves selecting appropriate positions to put our digits, but what is 31 subsequently coordinated? Since the pioneering work of Marc Jeannerod (1981), grasping is 32 generally regarded as a combination of transporting the hand and adjusting the grip. For the 33 best studied grip, the precision grip, adjusting the grip is reduced to the change in distance 34 between the thumb and index finger. The resulting simple description of grasping has made the 35 precision grip a very popular task to study motor coordination. In this paper, we will review the 36 literature on grasping to illustrate that this framework for describing grasping does not 37 correspond with the underlying control. 38
Initially, Marc Jeannerod proposed that the use of 'transport' and 'grip' was not only a 39 convenient way to describe behavior, but that the behavior was shaped by an "open-loop 40 control of independent visuomotor channels" (Jeannerod 1981) . He observed that "the hand 41 assumes movements and postures that are apparently independent of those assumed by the more 42 proximal segment of the limb" (Jeannerod 1988, p56) . He interpreted this independence as the 43 posture of the hand being related to intrinsic object properties like size and shape (processed in 44 the temporal lobe of the cerebral cortex), and the movements of the proximal segments being 45 governed by extrinsic properties such as location (processed in the parietal cortex). This led 46 him to propose that there are two specialized input-output modules (visuomotor channels) that 47 are independent of each other, both in terms of anatomy and in terms of information processing. 48
He argued that this reduces the problem of visuomotor coordination in grasping to a problem 49 of coordinating these two modules. 50
This idea to divide tasks into relatively simple modules for which control seems reasonably 51 straightforward is widespread in the study of motor control. For instance, the fact that our body 52 has many more degrees of freedom than are strictly required to control the end-effector has led 53 several authors to propose solutions for this 'degrees-of-freedom problem' (reviewed by Bruton 54
and O'Dwyer 2018; Tresch and Jarc 2009). In doing so, it is assumed that the abundance of 55 possibilities is a problem for the brain. If limitations of the computational power of the brain 56 are relevant, control needs to be simple. Therefore, instead of taking advantage of the 57 abundance of options the brain restricts itself to a limited set of synergies to construct a whole 58
repertoire of muscle activation (i.e. modules) implies that not all theoretically possible movements can 62 actually be performed. This means that the existence of such synergies can be tested (Berger et 63 al. 2013; Lee 1984) . 64
There are also arguments against the assumption that the brain restricts its freedom to choose 65 solutions. A first argument is that if the chosen muscle activation patterns were restricted to a 66 set of general-purpose synergies, it would be remarkable if the optimal solution for various 67 motor tasks would never be excluded by the use of such synergies. There is clear evidence that 68 humans exploit the abundance of possibilities that remain when considering the task constraints 69 (Latash et is that studies that have explicitly examined the chosen solutions have generally noted that 72 movement strategies are close to optimal in terms of task performance, considering the 73 precision and noise of the motor apparatus (Harris and Wolpert 1998; Trommershäuser et al. 74 2005; van Soest et al. 1994 ). Furthermore, experimental evidence suggests that the spatial 75 characteristics of movements are planned before selecting the muscle activation patterns to 76 produce the desired trajectories (Kistemaker et al. 2014 ). This hierarchy implies a primacy of 77 the spatial trajectory of the end-effector in control. Indeed, visual distortions influence the 78 curvature of movement paths Wolpert et al. 1994 ), whereas force 79 field perturbations leave curvature unaffected (Kistemaker et al. 2010) . A third argument 80 against fixed patterns of muscle activation is that such learned patterns would not transfer across 81 effectors, because the anatomical constraints differ, which is in conflict with the phenomenon 82 of motor equivalence: many movement characteristics remain invariant when executed by 83 different effectors in writing (Merton 1972; Wright 1990 ), pointing (Marteniuk et al. 2000) and 84 grasping while walking (Marteniuk and Bertram 2001) . A last argument against fixed patterns 85 of muscle activation as the basis of motor control is that even spinal responses to perturbations 86 are flexible. They can even reverse sign depending on the detailed task constraints (Traub et al. 87 1980) . Taken together, these arguments suggest that movements are controlled in terms of the 88 (spatial) restrictions of the task (e.g. optimal trajectories of the end-effector) rather than in terms 89 of restrictions at the anatomical level (e.g. limited sets of muscle activation patterns or changes 90 in joint angles). Therefore, task-constraints rather than neuromuscular constraints probably 91 limit behavior. 92
Not considering human motor behavior to be constrained by the limited capacity of the brain 93 has led to formulations of grasping in terms of physical task constraints, both by our group 94 (Smeets and Brenner 1999; Verheij et al. 2012 ) and by others (Rosenbaum et al. 2001 ). These 95 three papers each described grasping by selecting an existing model for goal-directed pointing 96 movements and extending it to the control of grasping, without adding any further constraints. 97
The selected models generated pointing movements in three very different ways: by minimizing 98 jerk (Flash and Hogan 1985) , by the dynamics a damped mass-spring system (e.g. Gribble et 99 al. 1998), and by following posture based movement plans (Rosenbaum et al. 1995) . In order 100
to apply these models to grasping, the models had to somehow incorporate the fact that grasping 101
consists of making two of these pointing movements at the same time. Two of the three models 102 incorporated a physical coupling between the end-effectors (Rosenbaum et al. 2001; Verheij et 103 al. 2012 ). The third simply postulates that the effectors move simultaneously (Smeets and 104 Brenner 1999). The three resulting models of grasping could all surprisingly easily account for 105 characteristics of grasping that were previously (Hoff and Arbib 1993) thought to be the result 106 of an explicit control strategy within one of the visuomotor channels (e.g.: maximum grip 107 aperture is mapped to 4.55+0.75*object diameter) or to be the result of their temporal 108 coordination (a separate mechanism for 'Time-Based Coordination' in addition to the 109 controllers). 110
We therefore have two frameworks to describe grasping: a visuomotor channels framework that 111 describes grasping in terms of constraints on the transport of the hand and constraints on grip 112 aperture, and a digit-in-space framework that describes grasping in terms of constraints on the 113 digits' movements in space ( Figure 1 ). The aim of the present review of the behavioral literature 114 on grasping is to determine how well these two frameworks can deal with various aspects of 115 grasping. We will start with two sections reviewing our knowledge of how the positions at 116 which digits will contact the object are selected, and how the digits generally move towards 117 these positions. We then focus on the control of grasping movements. We will discuss how task 118 constraints affect speed and precision and will also discuss whether grasping movements are 119 pre-planned or controlled in real-time. The last two sections review how visual information is 120 used in grasping: adaptation to altered visuomotor relations and sensitivity to visual illusions. 121
Selection of grasping configurations 122
There are many ways in which one can place one's digits on an object to grasp it. This grasping 123 configuration can be described in terms of grasping points or in terms of a grasping axis, 124 depending on the framework (Figure 2) . The selection of a grasping configuration can be 125 regarded as an optimization of a combination of various factors (Kleinholdermann et al. 2013 ).
126
A first factor is force closure. As soon as the two digits touch the surface they start to apply 127 grip force. The forces that they apply to hold the object should be directed along the grasping 128 axis (dashed line in Figure 2 factor is the visibility of the object: grasping points are chosen such that the grasping hand 143 moves in a way that maximizes the visibility of the object, so the right hand will grasp more to 144 the right than the left hand (Paulun et al. 2014). A fourth factor is the comfort of the 145 configuration, a term used to describe the subjective preference for a certain grip configuration 146 when more grip configurations are possible (Rosenbaum et al. 1990 The relative importance of each of these factors depends on many details of the task (Paulun et  153 al. 2016). 154
As both visibility of the object at the time of the grasp and future movement constraints 155 influence the selected grasping points, it seems reasonable to assume that visibility and 156 constraints during the movement to the grasping points are also considered in grasp point 157 selection. It might be particularly useful to combine searching for an optimal grip configuration 158 with searching for an optimal trajectory. Rosenbaum and colleagues have even argued that the 159 choice of grip configuration is based on evaluating the possible movements towards the object 160 (Elsinger and Rosenbaum 2003; Rosenbaum et al. 2001 ). However, the grip configuration 161
hardly depended on how digits approached a cylindrical object when the trajectories were 162 manipulated by having the digits start at very different positions or when participants 163 themselves chose to move over the object rather than around it to reach the grasping points 164 (Voudouris et al. 2010) . Obstacles placed near the trajectories also hardly influenced the 165 grasping points unless they were so close to the otherwise preferred grasping points that they 166 physically constrained the movement (Garzorz et al. 2018; Voudouris et al. 2012) or were on  167 the same side as the arm and so high that the arm could not move over them (Marotta and 168 Graham 2016). Considering how readily grasping points change if the cylinder that is to be 169 grasped is slightly elongated (Cuijpers et al., 2004) , the minimal influence of imposing different 170 trajectories suggest that the grasping points are determined by the desired posture at the moment 171 of the grasp, rather than by the postures throughout the movement. 172
Some authors have argued that the information required for grasping must be computed in real 173 time, so all planning must occur just before movement onset (Westwood and Goodale 2003; 174 Westwood et al. 2003) . However, there is clear evidence that we take visual information that 175
was obtained up to a few seconds before movement onset into account. For instance, as we 176 discussed above, a cylinder with an elliptical base is best grasped along one of its principal 177 axes. When asked to grasp a cylinder with a circular base two seconds after having viewed a 178 cylinder with an elliptical base, people's grasping orientation was influenced by the previously 179 viewed object. visuomotor channels is considerable. The original visuomotor channel hypothesis predicts that 206 transport parameters such as movement time would only depend on egocentric parameters such 207 as object distance. Movement time is predicted to be independent of intrinsic object properties 208 such as object size. The experimental finding is that movement time increases with object 209 distance (8.5 ms/cm, Kudoh et al. 1997 ), but it decreases to a similar extent with object size (-210 6 ms/cm, Marteniuk et al. 1990 ). The visuomotor channel hypothesis also predicts that 211 maximum grip aperture would increase with object size, but would be independent of object 212 distance. The experimental finding is that the maximum grip aperture increases by 5mm when 213 object size increases from 20 to 30 mm, but also when object distance increases from 20 to 40 214 cm (table 1 of Jakobson and Goodale 1991). The experimental findings were thus clearly 215 inconsistent with the original visuomotor channel hypothesis. In order to incorporate these 216 results, the hypothesis was amended: instead of assuming two independent visuomotor 217 channels, it was now assumed that the two channels interact. 218
Within the digit-in-space framework, there is no separate control of transport and grip, as grip 219 formation is described in terms of how the digits move in space. Based on this framework, we 220 originally proposed an independent-digit hypothesis, assuming as radical a separation as in the 221 original visuomotor channel hypothesis. This independent-digit hypothesis considers the 222 movements of the digits in space during grasping to just be two simultaneous movements of 223 digits to the sides of the object (Smeets and Brenner 1999) . Off course, there are limitations to 224 this radical version of the hypothesis because the anatomy of the arm, and in particular the 225 mechanical link between the digits, cannot really be totally ignored. The most obvious example 226
is when there is an obstacle between the two digits' paths. In that case each digit on its own 227 could move around the obstacle. If the digits were to take the same paths during grasping the 228 hand would hit the obstacle. There are obvious postural constraints on the independence of the 229 digits' movements. However, if we circumvent circumstances in which such constraints 230 become important we can make several testable predictions on the basis of the independent-231 digit hypothesis. 232
The first prediction is that any peculiarity that is observed during grip formation when reaching 233
to grasp symmetric objects should be observed in the movements of both digits because they 234
both have similar constraints. The second is that any peculiarities of the digits' movements 235
during grasping should also be present when reaching to touch the side of the object with a 236 single digit, because the constraints are the same. These predictions of the independent-digit 237 hypothesis differ fundamentally from the predictions made by theories that claim that grip 238 aperture is controlled (on the basis of object size). According to such theories, the single-digit 239 reaching movement should resemble the transport component of grasping. This transport 240 component could be the movement of the hand (Jeannerod 1981; 1988) . In that case, how grip 241 formation is distributed over the movements of the two digits is not specified, but they could 242 move symmetrically in accordance with the first of the above-mentioned predictions. However, 243
there is no reason to expect the individual digits' movements when touching the side of the 244 object to resemble their movements when grasping. Alternatively, the transport component resemble its movement when grasping, whereas the index finger's movement relative to the 248 thumb should represent specific characteristics of grip formation. We will discuss the 249 experimental findings related to these predictions in the next three paragraphs. 250
One peculiarity of grip formation is that grip aperture increases with object diameter, but that 251 this scaling is incomplete. The scaling factor is about 0.8 (Smeets and Brenner 1999 and Tresilian 2001), one would predict that the incomplete scaling is due to the index finger's 256 movements. To evaluate individual digits' grip scaling we determined the curvature of the 257 digits' paths. We examined whether the curvature of both digits' paths scaled with object size, 258
and found that the maximum deviation from a straight line increased by 0.75 times the object 259 radius for both digits (Smeets and Brenner 2001b) . This relation was the same for the dominant 260
and non-dominant hand, and was also found when grasping with the index fingers of both hands 261
( Figure 3a ). The main difference between the digits was that the thumb's path deviated 0.5 cm 262 more than the index finger's path. We will interpret this difference between the digits in the 263 section Additional constraints and grip aperture. 264
It is known that some aspects of motor control differ between participants. A classic example 265 is handwriting: a person's handwriting remains recognizable irrespective of the effector that is 266 used (Merton 1972) . In a similar way, the systematic mismatch between the visual and 267
proprioceptive estimation of ones hand's location differs in a consistent way across participants 268 (Kuling et al. 2016; ). Most importantly for the present review, such 269
idiosyncrasies have been observed in grasping (Bongers et al. 2012 ). Apparently, every 270
individual has a preferred way to deal with the constraints of a certain task. The second 271 prediction of the independent digit hypothesis was that all peculiarities of the digits' movements 272 when reaching to grasp an object should be present during single-digit movements with similar 273 constraints for the digit. This prediction of the independent digit hypothesis might seem 274 unlikely: grasping involves moving the index finger and thumb together, connected by a strong 275 biomechanical constraint that was absent in single-digit movements. 276
As the movements of the digits when reaching to grasp an object are constrained to have a more 277 or less perpendicular approach to the surface in order to apply forces in opposite directions with 278 the two digits when grasping ( and Brenner 1999), tasks that involve reaching to touch or to push an object can be designed to 280 impose similar constraints on each digit to those during grasping. Such tasks can be used to test 281 the second prediction ). To compare the idiosyncrasies, each participant in 282 each of the three tasks (reach to touch, push or grasp) was characterized by a curve representing 283 the average deviation of the two digits from a straight line. In accordance with the prediction 284 that peculiarities of the digits' movements when reaching to grasp an object should be present 285 during single-digit movements, the trajectories in pushing and touching resembled those for 286 grasping for each participant. They did so much more closely than did the trajectories of 287 different participants performing the same task ( Figure 3B ). Similar results were found in a 288 study on interceptive movements (Schot et al. 2011 ). In that study, a sphere was either rolling 289 along a track or presented stationary on that track and participants were asked to either pick it 290 up with a precision grip or hit it with a single digit. We compared the movements of the digits 291 between those combinations of task and sphere motion and found that the movement paths were 292 more similar across tasks (hitting versus grasping) than across sphere motion (rolling versus 293 stationary), supporting the notion that grasping is not controlled fundamentally differently than 294 single-digit movements. 295
We have argued that approaching an object's surface perpendicularly helps reach the selected 296 positions on the target object's surface in the presence of perceptual and motor noise (Smeets 297 and Brenner 1999). Based on this assumption, we were able to account for several 298 characteristics of grip formation, including the incomplete grip scaling. The shape of the 299 trajectories does not provide evidence that people aim for a perpendicular approach, as closing 300
one's grip also gives an approximately perpendicular approach when grasping a cylinder or a 301 cube. To test whether people aim for a perpendicular approach, one should grasp objects for 302 which closing one's grip does not lead to movements that approach the surface perpendicularly, 303 such as trapezoids. Experiments with such objects showed that the digits' trajectories when 304 closing the grip tend to approach the surface perpendicularly (Kleinholdermann et al. 2007 ). 305
Thus, the digits were moving along suitable paths for the orientation of the surfaces that they 306 were heading for, rather than just moving towards each other. 307
In the above reasoning, we assume that the orientation and the location of the target object are 308 perceived veridical. It is known that this is not always the case. For instance, people have biases 309 that depend on gaze-direction. When they shift their gaze while remembering a target's 310 location, the biases are remapped with the gaze-shift (Henriques et al. 1998). Within the 311 visuomotor channel framework, one might expect such a remapping for the transport 312 component to leaving the grip-component unaffected, because only the transport component is 313 assumed to be based on egocentric properties. This prediction has been tested, and found to be 314 false: an intervening saccade also influenced grip orientation (Selen and Medendorp 2011). 315 This suggests that grip orientation might be part of the transport component, but in that case 316 transport and grip must largely be controlled together because the grip aperture depends 317 strongly on grip orientation unless the object is completely symmetrical. Within the digit-in-318 space framework, an intervening saccade can be expected to lead to remapping of the target 319 positions for the two digits, and thus to cause a change in the emerging grip orientation. Since 320 the digit-in-space framework specifies that the digits will approach the object perpendicularly, 321
viewing-geometry dependent biases in perceived orientation (Doumen et al. 2005 ) might 322 explain why Selen & Medendorp (2011) even found a larger remapping effect on grip aperture 323 orientation than on the average position of the digits. 324
Overall the results in this section are very easy to describe using the digit-in-space framework, 325
where each digit's trajectory is a direct consequence of constraints on that digit. To describe 326
these results in terms of the visuomotor channel framework, one needs to make many ad-hoc 327 extensions to the framework. However, as described above, both frameworks require some 328 mechanism for coordinating the two assumed components of grasping. Either the timing of the 329 movements of the two digits has to be coordinated, or the timing of grip formation and transport 330 of the hand. 331 On-line control is especially interesting to study because concentrating on responses with the 343 shortest latency isolates the most direct pathways guiding actions, and thus also only the most 344 direct control mechanisms. More elaborate considerations, possibly involving interactions 345 between the controlled channels, take more time so they will not influence the initial response 346 to a perturbation. Thus, studying the initial responses to a perturbation can reveal the most basic 347 elements of control. What these basic elements are expected to be depends on the framework. 348
On-line control
According to the visuomotor channel framework, the two channels controlling the transport and 349
the grip component are presumed to be the basic elements. According to the digit-in-space 350 framework, the positions of the thumb and index finger in space are presumed to be the basic 351 elements. Irrespective of the framework, one would expect that perturbations of one basic 352 element (grip aperture or finger position) would only affect that channel. position affected some aspect of the kinematics of the other digit in two of the four cases that 380 were tested. However, the effects were only visible in a combination of five measures, rather 381 than in a specific measure. We conclude that the coupling between the digits that was observed 382 in the study of van de Kamp and Zaal (2007) is much weaker than the coupling between the 383 visuomotor channels that was observed by Paulignan et al. (1991a; 1991b) . 384
If the on-line control of grasping behaves in the same way as the on-line control of goal-directed 385 pointing movement, the vigor of the response will be larger for later changes ( If grasping consists of moving the digits independently to selected positions on an object then 396 one would expect to see on-line adjustments when those positions displace, even if there is no 397 need to make any adjustments in order to successfully grasp the object. In a study that examined 398 this, participants were asked to grasp a cube or a sphere that could rotate during the grasping 399 movement (Voudouris et al. 2013 ). In both cases, the digits responded in accordance with the 400 changes in the positions of the grasping points. For the cube it is logical, and in agreement with 401 earlier experiments (Desmurget et al. 1996) , that the hand would follow the rotation at short 402 latency (115 ms). For the sphere, neither the size nor the position changed so that there was no 403 reason to adjust the grasping movement in terms of grip aperture or orientation. In the 404 terminology of the digit-in-space framework, the digits should follow the selected grasping 405 points. They did so for about 50 ms, after which the grip orientation returned (almost) to the 406 orientation that it would have had if there had been no rotation. This is consistent with the 407 digits' movements being the basic elements that are controlled. 408
Goal-directed movements are also adjusted to other changes in the constraints than a change in 409 target position. For instance, an obstacle that moves near the path is avoided at a short latency 410 (Aivar et al. 2008; Nashed et al. 2012 ). According to the digits-in-space framework, this 411 characteristic of the fast adjustment is expected to be present in the movements of the digits in 412 grasping. As we will discuss later in the section Additional constraints and grip aperture, the 413 movements of the digits depend on object shape in a manner that is consistent with some parts 414 of the object other than the contact points being treated as obstacles. More generally, the digits 415 paths, and thus maximum grip aperture, depend on object shape. Maximum grip aperture is 416 larger for grasping a thin bar with a length of 4.1 cm than for grasping a disc with a diameter 417 of 4.1 cm (Eloka and Franz 2011) . Therefore, if a bar were to suddenly change into a disc, one 418 might expect to see a fast response in grip aperture, even if the object dimension along the 419 opposition axis remains constant. This is indeed what has been reported: a fast adjustment in 420 grip aperture is observed when the bar is replaced by a disc during the reach-to-grasp movement 421 (Eloka and Franz 2011) . is continuously used to update the estimate of the target's location. One might have expected 427 that instead of comparing an estimate of the target with an estimate of the effector, direct visual 428 information about the relative positions of the hand and target is used. However, this is not the 429 case, even when haptic position information is not directly coupled to the position of the end-430 effector, for instance when using a computer mouse to bring a cursor to a target (Brenner and 431 . The two frameworks each suggest that a certain kind of visual feedback 432 is used to guide grasping: the locations of the digits (digit-in-space framework) or the grip 433 aperture and hand position (visuomotor channel framework). To evaluate which of the two 434 kinds of information is used, we will interpret the findings of an experiment that manipulated 435 the reliability of visual information (Volcic and Domini 2016) . 436
When you are reaching to grasp a ball with your index finger aiming to touch an invisible point 437 on the far side of the ball, the visual information about the contact point of the finger is much 438 less reliable than that of the thumb. Whether this difference in reliability is relevant for feedback 439 control depends on the information that is used in the control of grasping. If information about 440 the distance between the digits is used to control grip aperture, the difference in reliability 441 between the digits is irrelevant. However, if feedback about the individual digits' positions is 442 used to control the individual digits' movements, less reliable information for one digit should 443 lead to corrections with a lower gain for that digit. So, one can expect a lower gain of on-line 444 adjustments for the index finger than for the thumb. This prediction was tested experimentally 445
by Volcic and Domini (2016) by scaling the visual feedback about the distance between the 446 digits (i.e. about grip aperture). When grasping in the frontal plane with both digits continuously 447 in view, both digits responded equally to the manipulated feedback. However, when using a 448 horizontal grip with the index finger partly occluded, the thumb responded much more strongly 449 than the index finger. This is consistent with the individual digits being controlled on the basis 450 of visual feedback, rather than grip aperture being controlled, which is incompatible with the 451 visuomotor channel hypothesis. In this context, it is important to realize that knowing whether 452 one will have visual information for on-line control, for instance because one can see that some 453 parts of the digits' trajectories will be occluded, influences details of the digits' trajectories 454 (Bozzacchi et al. 2018) . 455
The perturbation studies that we discussed above examined the responses to changes in the 456 visual input. Mechanical perturbations can be used to answer the same questions. For instance, 457
if there were independent visuomotor channels for the control of transport and grip, perturbing 458 the transport would leave the grip unaffected. However, what is found is that when 459 mechanically blocking the movement of the wrist during a reach-to grasp movement, the 460 opening of the grip stops as well (Yang and Feldman 2010) . This result is logical if you assume 461 that the aim is to bring digits to a contact point on the object. Blocking the wrist blocks the 462 movement of the digits along their planned trajectories in space. If the digits would move 463
relative to the wrist, this would move the digits away from the planned trajectories. In a similar 464 fashion, perturbing the grip might be expected leave the transport component unaffected. 465
However, this is not the case (Schettino et al. 2017) . 466
Thus, the fastest responses show a strong coupling between the two channels in the visuomotor 467 channel framework, while showing a very modest coupling between the digits in the digit-in-468 space framework. Moreover, the gain of the digits' responses depends on the reliability of the 469 information about the individual digits. This supports the digit-in-space framework, 470
complementing the observation that the hand follows selected grasping points rather than 471 relying on grip aperture and object position. 472
Transfer of adaptation 473
Thus far, we have described how the influence of constraints on grasping behavior can reveal 474 the underlying control structure. Another popular method for studying visuomotor architecture 475 is through adaptation. Humans can adapt rather quickly to a change in the relation between 476 sensory input and the corresponding motor behavior. This adaptation can be interpreted as 477
updating an internal forward model of the sensorimotor mapping (Krakauer and Mazzoni 2011). 478
Transfer of adaptation from one task to another suggests that the tasks use the same internal 479 model of sensorimotor mapping. A very interesting phenomenon is that adapting to a task does 480 not always generalizes to tasks that seem almost identical. For instance adapting a slicing 481 movement back and forth through a target does not lead to any effects on a movement that has 482 to stop at the same target location (Scheidt and Ghez 2007 information about object size to grip aperture control is adapted, as well as the one relating 492 object orientation to the orientation of grip aperture. Within the digit-in-space framework, the 493 explanation of adaptation in grasping with distorted visual size information is less 494 straightforward. Adaptation to a visuo-haptic size-mismatch can be explained within the digit-495 in-space framework by assuming that two internal models are adapted: models relating visual 496 information about the location of each of the two contact positions to the movements of the 497 corresponding digit in space. To adapt to a different size, the adaptation of the index finger 498 would have to be in the opposite direction than that of the thumb. This might sound unlikely, 499
as movements of the index finger and the thumb share the arm that moves them through space, 500 but the index finger and thumb can be adapted in opposite directions (Schot et al. 2014 ), 501
resulting in an aftereffect of the thumb aiming to the left of the target while the index finger 502 aims to the right (blue dashed curves in Figure 4 ) or vice versa (red dotted curves). So, the fact 503 that one can adapt grip aperture to object size is not an argument against either of the 504 frameworks. 505
The example of adapting individual digits illustrates that adaptation can be quite specific, rather 506 than generalizing across any similar goal-directed arm movement. Besides being specific to the 507 digit that is moved, prism adaptation is also specific to the location in the workspace (i.e. to the 508 posture of the adapting arm): learning to deal with visual effects of prisms with the hand in a 509 certain posture does not transfer to the same movement starting from another arm posture 510
(Redding and Wallace 2006). Within the digit-in-space framework, adaptation to object size 511 involves adapting index-finger and thumb in opposite directions. As both these adaptations are 512 posture-specific, this size-adaptation should be specific to a certain arm posture. This prediction 513
is clearly the opposite of what one would predict according to the visuomotor channel 514
framework. According to that framework, adaptation would occur completely in the grip-515 channel, which only involves the distal musculature and intrinsic object properties, so grip 516 adaptation should be independent of the arm posture. The experimental results are in line with 517 the digit-in-space framework: the adaptation of grip aperture is specific for the hand's location 518
in the workspace (Cesanek and Domini 2017). 519
As argued in the first paragraph of this section, transfer of adaptation to related tasks depends 520 on the similarity between the task constraints. Following this reasoning, the digit-in-space 521 framework predicts rather unexpected transfer of adaptation. Within this framework, grip 522 formation emerges from movements of the digits to positions on the target's surface. Therefore, 523
adaptation of grip-aperture in grasping should transfer to deviations in pointing and vice versa. 524
Such transfer is not expected within the visuomotor channel framework, as pointing movements 525
involve the musculature that is used in the transport channel rather than that used in the grip-526 channel. Is there evidence for transfer between pointing and grip formation? A first finding that 527 is in line with the digit-in-space framework is that the adaptation of grip orientation in grasping 528 transfers to pointing with the index finger to the side of the object when the pointing movement 529 resembled the movement of the index finger in the adaptation phase (Weigelt and Bock 2010). 530
A second finding on transfer of adaptation that is in line with the digit-in-space framework is 531 based on the hypothesis that grip adaptation to object size is based on opposite adaption of the 532 two digits. If so, adaptation of the digits in opposite directions should lead to aftereffects in the 533 grip aperture during grasping. This prediction makes no sense within the visuomotor channel 534 framework, as grip aperture depends on size within this framework and size information is 535 never perturbed in adaptation of the individual digits. To test this prediction, an experiment was 536 conducted in which participants alternated between tapping the left side of an object with their 537 thumb and tapping the right size of the object with the index finger, with the direction of the 538 prism being coupled with the digit that was used so that the digits adapted in opposite directions. 539
After such adaptation, the prisms were removed and participants were asked to grasp the object. 540
The grip aperture showed a clear aftereffect (Schot et al. 2017; Smeets and Brenner 2016). A 541 very interesting phenomenon was observed in the case that the adaptation made the index finger 542 move more leftward and the thumb more rightward (red dotted curves in Figure 4 ). When 543 subsequently grasping without prisms, the consequence of the index finger moving more 544 leftward and the thumb more rightward was that instead of starting by opening their grip, the 545 participants started by closing their grip (Schot et al. 2017) .
546
All examples of (lack of) transfer of adaptation that we described in this section make sense 547 within the digit-in-space framework. They are unforeseen from the viewpoint of the visuomotor 548 channel framework. 549
The influence of illusions on grasping effect. This is not a correct comparison in the digit-in-space framework, because maximum grip 558 aperture is an emergent property of movements of the digits towards positions, rather than a 559 variable that is controlled directly on the basis of an estimate of object size (Figure 1 ). to test the validity of the two-visual-systems hypothesis can tell us about the control of grasping. 569
The most frequently studied illusion in grasping experiments concerned with the two-visual-570 systems hypothesis is the Ebbinghaus illusion. In such experiments, a thin disk that is to be 571 grasped is surrounded by flankers. If the disk is surrounded by large flankers, it appears to be 572 smaller than if it is surrounded by small flankers. According to the visuomotor channel 573 framework, this size illusion affects the input of the grasping channel and should therefore 574 influence grip aperture. According to the digit-in-space framework, the illusion should only 575 affect grasping if it influences the perceived position of grasping points. Many studies have 576 reported that this illusion influences peak grip aperture ( . The most intensively discussed concern about this illusion is that the 579 flankers that surround the disk might act as obstacles, and thereby have an effect on peak grip 580 aperture that is unrelated to their effect on perceived size (Haffenden and Goodale is not relevant in the control of grasping. One could explain the finding that the Ebbinghaus 591 illusion influences peak grip aperture within the digit-in-space framework by assuming that the 592
Ebbinghaus illusion influences perceived locations. In a simple pencil-and-paper experiment 593
we examined whether this could be the case. We found that the perceived positions of potential 594 grasping points are indeed influenced by the Ebbinghaus illusion (Smeets and Brenner 2019). 595
In line with the reported lack of effect on grip aperture of the empty space illusion (Stottinger 596 et al. 2012) and diagonal illusion (Stottinger et al. 2009 ), we found that a combination of these 597 illusions did not affect perceived positions. 598
A second very popular illusion is the Müller-Lyer illusion, or the Brentano version of it. In this 599 illusion, a line segment appears to be longer when outward pointing fins are attached to its ends 600 than when inward pointing fins are attached to its ends. How this illusion affects pointing 601 movements depends on the starting position. When asked to point at one of the vertices, there 602
is a clear effect of the fins on the movement endpoints when starting from another vertex (de 603
Grave According to the digits-in-space framework, the starting-position-dependence of the effects of 611
the Müller-Lyer illusion on pointing should be reflected in the susceptibility of grip aperture to 612 this illusion. Therefore, one would expect that the starting position would matter, with a reduced 613 effect of the illusion when starting from the side compared to a movement along the illusion. 614
Unfortunately, the exact configuration is not provided in many studies, which makes this 615 prediction rather difficult to evaluate for this review. Moreover, the fins can also act as 616 obstacles, which would also result in a larger maximum grip aperture for outward pointing fins. 617
Experimental evidence that such obstacle-like aspects of the Müller-Lyer figure influence the 618 grasping behavior is provided by a study from our group (Biegstraaten et al. 2007) . In this study, 619 participants started on the side. We found that grip aperture was larger for the fins-out than for 620 the fins-in configuration, but the movement times were also longer which suggests that the 621 difference was not only one of size, but mainly caused by the fins acting as obstacles. 622
An additional reason to suspect that the misperceived size is not responsible for the effects of 623
the Müller-Lyer illusion on grip aperture is that if the bar would appear to be shorter than it 624
really is, the digits should aim at positions that are closer together than the size of the bar. If so, 625 they would unexpectedly contact the bar before they expected to do so, with a strong impact as 626 a consequence. On the other hand, for a bar that appears longer than it is, the contact will not 627 occur at the planned moment, at which the digits' speeds are low, so the digits should 628 reaccelerate. Contrary to those expectations, we did not observe any difference in the digits' 629 velocities during the last 50 ms before contact (Biegstraaten et al. 2007 ). The effect of the 630 illusion on maximum grip aperture is therefore probably mainly due to the fins acting as 631 obstacles. As we cannot rule out a small effect of an illusory difference in size as well, the 632 experiments on grasping the Müller-Lyer illusion do not provide specific support for either of 633 the two frameworks. 634
If one misjudges the size of an object that one is reaching to grasp, one will have a peculiar 635 velocity profile just before contact (as discussed in the previous paragraph), but one will also 636 use this error to update one's movement plan for the next movement towards the same object 637
( 1984). In the previous section, we already presented support for the digits-in-space framework 641 based on the transfer of such updating from reaching with individual digits to grasping with 642 both digits (Schot et al. 2017 ). Considering such updating in the context of the visuomotor 643 channel framework, with grip aperture being based on size perception, one might consider that 644 updating based on feedback near the time of contact could be responsible for the resistance of 645 grip aperture to size illusions. A carefully designed pre-registered study showed that visuomotor 646 adaptation of grasping is not the primary source of the immunity to illusions in closed-loop 647 grasping (Cesanek et al. 2018). The lack of adaptation found in that study is easily explained in 648 the digit-in-space framework: the illusion does not induce errors in perceiving the contact 649 positions, so there were no errors to adapt to. 650
Interpretation of the effects of size-illusions on grasping depends on many assumptions that are 651 not easy to test. Therefore, these studies do not provide strong support for or against either of 652 the frameworks. 653
Additional constraints and grip aperture. 654 We started this review by discussing how various constraints on achieving a stable grip could 655 guide the selection of grasping points and of the trajectories of reach-to-grasp movements. 656
Subsequently, we discussed several paradigms (perturbations, adaptation and illusions) in 657 which the constraints were manipulated to try to reveal the mechanisms of the control of 658 grasping. In the present section, we will turn to experiments that studied how other constraints, 659
such as positions that should be avoided, influence the shaping of human reach-to-grasp 660 movements. Can these experiments shed light on how the grasping movement is controlled? 661
We will start by discussing the constraints imposed by the object itself, and then move to 662 constraints that are imposed by other objects. 663
A first constraint is related to the tolerance of the selection of grasping points: the contact 664 surface area. For a given object size, it has been found that a larger contact surface results in a 665 larger maximum grip aperture (Bootsma et al. 1994; McIntosh et al. 2018 ). Why does the size 666 of the contact surface affect grip aperture? One way to explain this is to consider all of the 667 object's surface except for the selected grasping points as an obstacle that is to be avoided 668 (Verheij et al. 2012) . Making sure to avoid the rest of the surface can be achieved by following 669 movement paths that are further from the object's surface, which corresponds to a larger grip 670 aperture, with an approach of the surface that is closer to perpendicular (Smeets and Brenner 671 1999). 672
Considering parts of the target object as obstacles can explain many other reported phenomena 673 of grip aperture that have hitherto been explained in terms of the visuomotor channel 674 hypothesis. When grasping a 5cm diameter circular cylinder, people select grasping points 675 along a preferred orientation, and the digits move towards them in a manner that ensures that 676 they are never close to the rest of the cylinder's surface. When grasping an elliptically shaped 677 cylinder with axes of 5 and 8 cm with its minor axis at this preferred orientation, the same 678 trajectories of the digits would make them pass quite close to the surface, making the elongated 679 surface of the cylinder a potential obstacle ( Figure 5A) . Indeed, the maximum grip aperture is 680 larger when the cylinder is elongated in the direction orthogonal to the grasping axis (Cuijpers 681 et al. 2004) . A similar reasoning explains why the maximum grip aperture is more than a 682 centimeter larger when grasping a 6 cm cube along its sides than when grasping a smaller cube 683 along its 6 cm diagonal (Verheij et al. 2014a) . 684
Considering most of the surface of a target object as an obstacle implies that if the digits travel 685 a longer distance along the surface on their way to the grasping points, the maximum grip 686 aperture may be larger and the movement time longer ( Figure 5B ). This was indeed found to 687 be the case in a recent experiment (Verheij and Smeets 2018 on the contribution of both digits to grip formation it was observed that the movements of the 700 thumb were about 30% more variable than those of the index finger (Smeets and Brenner 701 2001b). A larger variability constrains the approach to be more perpendicular, which 702 corresponds with a larger deviation earlier in the movement (Smeets and Brenner 1999) . Indeed, 703
the deviation from a straight line was about 10% larger and occurred earlier in the movement 704 (after covering 60% rather than 75% of the distance) for the thumb than for the index finger 705 (60% versus 75%; Smeets and Brenner 2001b). Moreover, the timing of the two maxima varied 706
independently, suggesting that the moment of peak grip aperture might be better regarded as an 707 emergent property of the timing of the two digits' movements, rather than a property that is 708 controlled in itself. 709
In addition to the relation between the precision of grasping movements and peak grip aperture, 710 the precision of the peak grip aperture itself is also relevant. If peak grip aperture were a 711 controlled variable (as it is assumed to be within the visuomotor channel framework), one might 712 expect it to obey the basic psychophysical law that the variability of a quantity is a fixed fraction 713 of its magnitude (Weber's law). However, the variability of maximum grip aperture is 714 independent of the maximum grip aperture itself ( additional explanation is required. According to this framework, the maximum grip aperture 720 emerges from the independent movements of the individual digits, each towards its own contact 721 position, rather than being controlled on the basis of size. There is no reason to assume that the 722 variability in each individual digit's movement depends on hand opening, except for extreme 723 hand postures. Thus, if grip aperture is not controlled on the basis of an estimate of size there 724 is no reason to expect Weber's law-like behavior for peak grip aperture (Smeets and Brenner 725 2008). 726
A last group of studies that have manipulated the constraints of the object that is to be grasped 727 are studies that involve pantomimed grasping. In pantomimed grasping the object is not present 728 at the position at which it is seen, but is only visible through a mirror ( participants know in advance that there will be no contact at the end of the grasping movement 732 (Bingham et al. 2007; Schenk 2012) . The important consequence (not mentioned in the cited 733 studies) is that in such a situation the participant knows that there will be no contact, so there 734 are no constraints on the direction of approach. These studies report that removing the object 735 induces consistent changes in several aspects of grasping behavior. A first consistent change 736 that has been reported is a reduction of peak grip aperture to a value that is barely larger than 737 the grip aperture at the end of the movement ( has been questioned, because the effects remain if the object contact (and thus feedback) is 752 provided after the digit's movements have stopped without contact (Davarpanah Jazi and Heath 753 2017). Given the importance of knowing that contact will occur, the distinct characteristics of 754 pantomimed grasping are likely to be related to the lack of risk of unwanted contact with the 755 object. All the above-mentioned findings can be understood by assuming that when grasping 756 actual objects, one guides the digits to contact locations in space with an approach perpendicular 757 to the surface, whereas for pantomimed grasping, one scales grip aperture to match the 758 perceived size of the target object while moving to the object's location. So, the visuomotor 759 channel framework is better suited to describe pantomimed grasping, whereas the digit-in-space 760 framework is better suited to describe grasping an actual object. 761
Now that we have discussed constraints imposed by the object that is to be grasped, it is time 762 to consider constraints imposed by objects other than the target. For instance, grasping 763 trajectories change when an obstacle prevents the digits from moving to their usual positions 764 ( Figure 5C ). In the latter 766 situation, the hand can curve over the obstacle that is placed on its path and is likely to move 767 more slowly than without the presence of such an obstacle. The configuration used in the three 768 last-mentioned studies (a horizontal grip and a movement that curves over the obstacle) ensured 769 that (in terms of the visuomotor channel framework) the obstacle did not interfere with grip 770
formation. It only interfered with hand transport. Nevertheless, the obstacle reduced maximum 771 grip aperture (Alberts et al. 2002; Saling et al. 1998; Voudouris et al. 2012) . A similar reduction 772 of maximum grip aperture was found when the hand's path was curved due to explicit 773 instructions (Hesse and Deubel 2010b). In terms of the visuomotor channel framework, these 774 findings require an explicit coupling between the two channels. For the digit-in-space 775 framework, both digits slow down as a result of curving over the obstacle in accordance with 776 the well-known relation between speed and curvature for single-effector movements (Viviani 777 and Terzuolo 1982). Since slower movements have less risk of hitting the target object 778 accidentally, the approach can pass closer to the object's surface, so maximum grip aperture 779
can be smaller (Smeets and Brenner 1999; Verheij et al. 2012) . No effect on maximum grip 780 aperture is observed if a vertical curvature is induced without slowing down the movement 781 (Verheij et al. 2014b) . 782
This section showed that when reaching to grasp an object, the spatial properties of the grasping 783 movement are affected by constraints imposed by the properties of that object and of any 784
obstacles. The effects of constraints on (peak) grip aperture can be understood within the digit-785
in-space framework without additional assumptions. In the visuomotor channels framework, 786
ad-hoc explanations are needed to explain the results. 787
Constraints and movement timing: the speed-accuracy trade-off 788 In the previous section, we mainly discussed how constraints influence maximum grip aperture. 789
In the present section, we will turn to experiments that studied how the constraints on the 790 precision of grasping influence the timing of human reach-to-grasp movements. The relation 791
between movement speed and the precision of movement has been studied since the late 792 nineteenth century (Woodworth 1899) . The attention for this theme increased after Paul Fitts 793 provided a theoretical explanation in terms of information theory. He defined the information 794 present in a movement as the binary logarithm of the ratio between amplitude and precision. 795
He furthermore argued that movement duration of repetitive movements should be proportional 796 to the resolution in terms of such information (Fitts 1954) . Given the fact that this simple theory 797
does not hold very well for discrete movements (Fitts and Peterson 1964), we do not expect 798
Fitts' law to hold for grasping. Instead, we developed for this review a new approach to the 799 speed-accuracy trade-off in grasping that generates testable predictions. This new approach is 800 inspired by the digit-in-space framework. As we have no equivalent new approach for the 801 visuomotor channel framework, we cannot compare the two frameworks with respect to the 802 speed-accuracy trade-off. 803
According to the digit-in-space framework, any adequate description of the speed-accuracy 804 trade-off in two-digit pointing should also be applicable to the speed-accuracy trade-off in 805 grasping. To develop such a description of the speed-accuracy trade-off in two-digit pointing, 806
we turn to a classical experimental paper (Kelso et al. 1979 ). Kelso and colleagues investigated 807 the speed-accuracy trade-off in making bimanual goal-directed movements. The participants' 808 task was to move their index finger as fast as possible to either an easy target (large and near) 809 or a difficult target (small and far). This task could be performed by the right index finger 810
(towards a target on the right), the left index finger (towards a target on the left), or both fingers 811 simultaneously. The main conclusion of Kelso's paper was that if the two targets differed in 812 difficulty for the two hands, the two digits nevertheless had very similar movement times, close 813
to that of the single digit moving to the more difficult of the two targets. This result is sometimes 814 interpreted as showing that the digit with the most difficult movement determines the overall 815 movement time. However, closer inspection of the data shows that the movement times towards 816 the more difficult target are slightly longer when there is a second digit making a goal directed 817 movement than when a single digit moves to this target. How much longer depends on how 818
difficult the other digit's movement is (Marteniuk et al. 1984) . Given the fact that we want to 819 develop a model that is applicable to grasping, and grasping studies generally report a single 820 movement time for both digits, we develop a model that makes predictions for the average 821 movement time based on the constraints for the individual digits. 822
To predict how the average movement time of the two digits in Kelso et al.'s (1979) task 823 depends on the difficulties for the individual digits, we start with equation (4) of Welford et al. 824 (1969) , an equation that was developed to describe the deviations from Fitts' law in discrete 825 movements. This equation splits the index of difficulty in two terms: one for the distanc, and 826 one for the tolerance, in such a way that the resulting digit difficulty is proportional to the 827 movement time. In order to apply this model to two digits, we assume that the measures for the 828 two digits can be added quadratically as in Pythagoras' theorem. This yields the following 829 equation for the digit difficulty D: 830
For pointing movements, the indices 1 and 2 indicate the left and right index finger. For 832 grasping they refer to the index finger and thumb. The value of 0.6 was obtained experimentally 833
for single-digit movements (Welford et al. 1969 ). We used an effective value for width and 834 amplitude rather than the corresponding stimulus values in all calculations. The effective width 835
W takes the width of the digit into account (Hoffmann and Sheikh 1991), and equals the size of 836 the target (in cm) plus the width of the index finger (estimated to be 1.5 cm). The effective 837
amplitude A is the distance to the center of the target (in cm) (Welford 1960) . 838
The 'digit difficulty' measure given by equation (1) and the data of Kelso et al. (1979) correlate 839 very well ( Figure 6A ). Both the digit difficulty and the observed movement time were larger 840 when combining two movements to targets of the same difficulty than for single movements to 841 targets of the same difficulty (compare solid and open symbols of the same color in Figure 6A ). 842
When combining an easy and a difficult movement, the overall digit difficulty and observed 843 movement time are slightly lower than that of the most difficult target (bicolored disks in Figure  844 6A). Although a linear fit of the measured movement time as a function of the model difficulty 845
fits the data very well (R 2 = 0.99), the slope is very steep, corresponding to information transfer 846 at a rate of 24 bits/s. We are not sure how to interpret this value, which is more than two times 847 as high as the 10 bits/s reported for the classical task (Fitts 1954). Given the fact that the 848 reported movement times are unusually short (78 ms, averaged across participants for the 849 easiest condition), it might be that all movement times reported by Kelso et al. (1979) are 850 underestimated, for instance by the use of a switch as a measure for movement onset (Brenner 851 and Smeets 2019). As such underestimation increases with movement time (as it takes more 852 time to reach a fixed threshold for slower movements), this leads to an overestimation of the 853 rate of information transfer. 854
Now that we have obtained an adequate description of how the speed of two-digit pointing 855 depends on the movement amplitude and target size, the next question is whether the same 856 measure of difficulty (equation 1) can predict the speed-accuracy relationship in grasping. 857
Recently, Coats et al. (2018) performed an experiment that is very well suited to test whether 858 this is the case. They varied the size of the contact surface that was available for the thumb 859 independently of that for the index finger (both either 1, 2 or 3 cm wide) and also varied 860 movement distance (10, 30, and 50 cm in their experiment 1A and 10, 20, and 30 cm in their 861 experiments 2 and 3). According to the digit-in-space framework, grasping can be regarded as 862 two digits of the same hand moving to targets that are on a single object. We therefore plotted 863 the results of the three experiments of Coats et al. (2018) as a function of the digit difficulty 864
( Figure 6B ). The fit is again quite good: R 2 = 0.92, with a slope corresponding to 5.5 bits/s of 865 information transfer. This slightly lower rate of information transfer than in the 10 bits/s of the 866 original experiment (Fitts 1954) is not surprising, as the instructions were not to maximize 867 speed, but both speed and precision. This means that the actual variability will be less than 868 assumed in our calculations based on contact surface size. 869
The next step is to expand equation 1 to also describe how the movement time of the digits is 870 affected by constraints imposed by obstacles. Many studies have shown that the presence of an 871
obstacle results in prolongation of most time parameters of grasping, including movement time, 872 grip opening time and grip closure time (Biegstraaten et al. 2003 ; Mon-Williams and Tresilian  873 2001; Saling et al. 1998 ). If there are obstacles present while one is reaching to grasp an object, 874
we add a term describing the effect of the obstacles (following the equation on page 533 in 875 Biegstraaten et al. 2003 ) to obtain a difficulty D: 876
The separations Si are the effective minimal separations between the digits and the obstacle (in 878 cm), again considering the 1.5 cm widths of the index finger and thumb. We used the ratio of 879 0.6 between precision and amplitude for both aspects of precision (target width and obstace 880 seperation), because Biegstraaten et al. (2003) found a ratio of 0.59 between the effects of the 881 obstacle separation and amplitude in grasping, which is very similar to the value of 0.6 that 882 Welford et al. (1969) reported for the ratio between the effects of target width and amplitude in 883 pointing. 884
We used equation (2) to relate the task constraints (expressed as digit difficulty) to the 885 movement time in various studies (Figure 7) . We plotted the results of three experiments 886 involving obstacles, one with symmetrical obstacle placement (Hoffmann et al. 2018) and two 887 in which the separation for thumb and index finger varied independently (Biegstraaten et al. 888 2003; Mon-Williams and McIntosh 2000). We found good fits (R 2 = 0.94, 0.83, and 0.93) with 889 slopes corresponding to an information transfer of 6.9, 5, and 10.3 bits/s. As a comparison, we 890 plotted the data of several studies without obstacles (disks in Figure 7 ). We replotted the results 891
of Figure 6B quite a large variation in the rate of information transfer (5.5, 10.0, 11.2, 8.8, and 18.5 bits/s). 896
The differences in slope and intercept might be related to differences in instruction (e.g. the 897 role of accuracy) or differences in the data-analysis (e.g. how the movement time was 898 determined). Equation (2) can therefore summarize the difficulty of grasping that is constrained 899 by object size as well as obstacles, even in cases in which the constraints differ between the two 900 digits. 901
In this section, we have developed a description of the difficulty of pointing with two digits to 902 two targets (equation 1) that can also be applied to grasping. The difficulty of the task according 903 to this equation captures the speed-accuracy trade-off for the overall movement time of these 904 tasks in situations in which the difficulty for the two digits differ from each other ( Figure 6 ). 905
This model of difficulty can be extended to situations with obstacles as well (equation 2; Figure  906 7). The digit-in-space framework predicted that this should be possible. 907
Discussion

909
We start the discussion by considering what we have presented in terms of the visuomotor 910 channel framework. The overall summary of the experimental results discussed in this review 911 is that task constraints influence grasping behavior in a manner that shows a strong inter-912 relation between the transport-and grip-component. This is inconsistent with the original 913 visuomotor channel hypothesis as formulated by Jeannerod (1981) . The independent timing of 914 the two channels was already questioned by work of his own lab (as discussed in Jeannerod 915 1999). The results presented in this review also question the information processing underlying 916 the visuomotor channel framework, and therefore also the more recent interpretations of 917 grasping within this framework. In particular, the results question whether grip formation is 918 based on intrinsic object properties such as size. 919
Two lines of evidence show that perceived size is not used to control grip aperture. can adapt in opposite directions (Schot et al. 2014 ) and this transfers to grip aperture in 956 grasping (Schot et al. 2017 ). 957 5) A description of the speed-accuracy trade-off for two-digit pointing should also hold for 958 gasping. It does ( Figure 6 in this review). 959
In addition to these explicit predictions, we reviewed various other experimental results that are 960 easy to describe within the digit-in-space framework. Based on the digit-in-space framework, 961 one could develop other models for trajectory generation than the minimum jerk model we 962 originally proposed. It is for instance possible to implement the framework in a more elaborate 963 way, including a spring-like coupling between the digits (Verheij et al. 2012) . In this way, the 964 model behavior shows some dependencies between the digits despite independent control. 965
However, the aim of modelling is not to build a model that behaves exactly as humans do. The 966 essence of using modelling to help understanding human behavior is finding an optimal trade-967 off between easily understanding the working of the model and finding a good correspondence 968 with the real world , in such a way that allows one to easily make 969 predictions. 970
This review provides compelling evidence that the use of the digit-in-space framework is the 971 most promising for understanding reach-to-grasp behavior. This has important implications for 972
the study of the neurophysiological basis of grip formation. For instance, this review suggests 973 that the control of grasping relies on the control of the kinematics of the digits in space rather 974 than on the control of variables that are intrinsic to the muscles. We for instance discussed the one hemisphere to the other, the brain activity switches hemispheres as well. By varying which 984 part(s) of the object (finger contact, thumb contact and center) switch hemispheres, one could 985 test whether grasping relies on the memory of two separate grasping positions (one for the 986 thumb and one for the index finger) or the memory one object position. 987
One consequence of the view that we propose is that the same neural networks should be 988 involved in reaching and grasping. More specifically, regions that are involved in the control 989 of goal-directed single digit movements should also be involved in grasping, provided that the 990 constraints for the digits are comparable. This applies to all the methods that have been used to 991 study the involvement of various (networks of) brain areas in the control of grasping (for 992 reviews see for 
